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Stochastic Gravitational Wave Background (SGWB)
• Unresolved astrophysical or cosmological sources


- popcorn or continuous


• Carry information not accessible in electro-magnetic astronomy


- astrophysical sources


✴ information on the anisotropic local universe 


- primordial cosmological background


✴ direct probe of inflation 


• Created by unknown signals => exciting for GW Astronomy
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LIGO O1 Isotropic Search Upper Limits
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LIGO & Virgo Collaboration 
PRL 118, 121101 (2017)

We also compare our results with the limits placed at
high frequencies from the two colocated detectors at
the Hanford site (H1 and H2). In [37], the limit Ω3 <
7.7 × 10−4 in the frequency band 460–1000 Hz was
obtained for the spectral index α ¼ 3 and fref ¼ 900 Hz.
Using this same frequency band, and using the cross-
correlated data between the Hanford and Livingston detec-
tors, we place a limit Ω3 < 1.7 × 10−2 for fref ¼ 900 Hz.
This is about a factor of 22 larger than the limit from
the colocated detectors, in part due to the loss in sensitivity
of a stochastic search from cross-correlating detectors at
different spatial locations.
In Fig. 3, we show the constraints from this analysis and

from previous analyses using other detectors, theoretical
predictions, and the expected sensitivity of future mea-
surements by LIGO-Virgo and by the Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna (LISA). Where applicable, we show con-
straints using power-law integrated curves (PI curves) [59],
which account for the broadband nature of the search by
integrating a range of power-law signals over the sensitive
frequency band of the detector. By construction, any

power-law spectrum which crosses a PI curve is detectable
with SNR ≥ 2.
The blue curve labeled “aLIGO O1” in Fig. 3 shows the

measured O1 PI curve. We also display the PI curve for the
final science run of Initial LIGO and Virgo [36], H1–H2
[37], as well as the projected design sensitivity for the
advanced detector network. The curve labeled “Design”
assumes two years of coincident data taken with both
Advanced LIGO and Virgo operating at design sensitivity,
using the projections in [58]. For the sake of comparison,
the measured O1 PI curve at α ¼ 0 is 1.6 times larger than
the projected PI curve at α ¼ 0 using the projections in [58]
and 29.85 days of live time, which is fairly good agreement
between predicted and achieved sensitivity. Finally, in red,
we present the projected sensitivity of a space-based
detector with similar sensitivity to LISA, using the PI
curve presented in [59] computed using the projections
in [64,65].
We compare these constraints with direct limits from

the ringing of Earth’s normal modes [63], indirect limits
from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and big
bang nucleosynthesis [61], and limits from pulsar timing
arrays [62] and CMB measurements at low multipole
moments [60].
In addition, we give examples of several models which

can contribute to the background. We show the background
expected from slow-roll inflation with a tensor-to-scalar-ratio
r ¼ 0.11 (the upper limit allowed by Planck [40]). We also
show examples of the BBH coalescence model, and the
binary neutron star (BNS) coalescence model, which we
describe below. As noted in [66], LISA is likely to be able to
detect the BBH background of the size considered here.
Astrophysical Implications.—In order to model the

background from binary systems, we will follow the
approach of [35]. We divide the compact binary population
into classes labeled by k [67,68]. Each class has distinct
values of source parameters (for example, the masses),
which we denote by θk. The total astrophysical background
is a sum over the contributions in each class. The
contribution of class k to the background may be written
in terms of an integral over the redshift z as [1,5,69–74]

ΩGWðf; θkÞ ¼
f

ρcH0

Z
zmax

0
dz
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FIG. 2. Following [56], we present 95% confidence contours in
the Ωα − α plane. The region above these curves is excluded at
95% confidence. We show the constraints coming from the final
science run of Initial LIGO-Virgo [36] and from O1 data. Finally,
we display the projected (not observed) design sensitivity to Ωα
and α for Advanced LIGO and Virgo [58].

TABLE I. The frequency bands with 99% of the sensitivity are shown, along with the point estimate and standard
deviation for the amplitude of the background, and 95% confidence level upper limits using O1 data for three values
of the spectral index, α ¼ 0; 2=3; 3. We also show the previous upper limits using Initial LIGO-Virgo data.

Spectral index α
Frequency band

with 99% sensitivity Amplitude Ωα

95% C.L.
upper limit Previous limits [36]

0 20–85.8 Hz ð4.4 % 5.9Þ × 10−8 1.7 × 10−7 5.6 × 10−6

2=3 20–98.2 Hz ð3.5 % 4.4Þ × 10−8 1.3 × 10−7 –
3 20–305 Hz ð3.7 % 6.5Þ × 10−9 1.7 × 10−8 7.6 × 10−8
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Joint Multi-Component Analysis
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Note: the single index 
estimates (black) 

are significantly different from 
the joint estimates (blue) 

obtained from our method. 
The new estimators are 

unbiased, the injection point 
(red) is right at the centre of 

the blue cross.

Parida, Mitra, Jhingan 
JCAP 04 (2016) 024
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Virgo Cluster vs. Background: Olbers' Paradox

• How “bright” is the Virgo cluster 
as compared to the isotropic 
background created by the 
distant sources?


- Analogous to the standard 
Olbers’ paradox problem


- But, much more involved as 
the detectors have finite non-
uniform frequency response


- The localised sources does 
stand out, as long as the 
background is dominated by 
the local universe (z < ~3)
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Mazumder, Mitra & Dhurandhar 
PRD 89, 084076 (2014)

Source: Wikipedia
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Radiometer Algorithm

• Essentially Earth Rotation Synthesis Imaging


- Cross-correlate detector outputs in short time segments 


- map making: use time dependent phase delay


• Use spectral filters


- to enhance signal power


- to reduce noise power
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LIGO O1 Upper Limit Maps
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LIGO & Virgo Collaboration 
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Fast Analyses with Folded Data
• No approximation, based on 

a mathematical symmetry


• Incorporates all the dirty stuff 
(quality cuts, overlapping 
window correction)
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Ain, Dalvi & Mitra, PRD 92, 022003 (2015)
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Validation of Folded Data
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Observation time 10 calendar days 100 calendar days Full S5

GPS start-end (sec) 860832366-861701598 860832366-869499943 816065726-877591411

Real part of Fisher matrix 2.55⇥ 10�5 1.02⇥ 10�5 5.57⇥ 10�6

Imaginary parts of Fisher matrix 3.66⇥ 10�5 1.51⇥ 10�5 7.93⇥ 10�6

SpH coe�cients of dirty map 3.34⇥ 10�4 1.76⇥ 10�4 1.92⇥ 10�4

SpH coe�cients of clean map 3.44⇥ 10�4 2.74⇥ 10�4 2.62⇥ 10�4

Dirty map in pixel space 2.85⇥ 10�4 1.53⇥ 10�4 1.67⇥ 10�4

Clean map in pixel space 3.40⇥ 10�4 2.23⇥ 10�4 2.34⇥ 10�4

Standard deviation map of dirty map 4.42⇥ 10�6 2.80⇥ 10�6 1.82⇥ 10�6

SNR map of dirty map 2.91⇥ 10�4 1.59⇥ 10�4 1.73⇥ 10�4

TABLE I: Table of fractional RMS di↵erences between results for di↵erent quantities obtained from not-folded and folded
data. If A and B are two result vectors (e.g., pixel space maps or Spherical Harmonic coe�cients) obtained respectively from
not-folded and folded data, the fractional RMS di↵erence is given by kB�Ak/kAk, where kAk :=

p
A† ·A. The di↵erences in

the table are much smaller than 1, implying excellent match between the results. Some of the maps and di↵erences for 10 days’
data are shown in Figure 3.

The folding process, though fairly straightforward in
principle, does capture the complications involved in real
data analysis. For instance, it does not assume stationar-
ity of noise, hence no special care is necessary to account
for variation in noise power spectrum, say, on di↵erent
days of the week or at di↵erent times of the day. Folded
data also account for the overlapping Hanning windows
applied to data to reduce spectral leakage. The frequency
masks, often used in analyses to remove the noisy bits of
data, can be readily applied to folded data.

The advantages one can derive out of the folded data
is many-fold:

1. E�ciency: If n sidereal days’ data is folded to one
sidereal day, computational cost reduces by a fac-
tor of n. The one time folding step requires negli-
gible amount of computation. Hence for few years
worth of data, the computational cost reduction due
to folding could be by a factor of ⇠ 1000, which is
a huge gain. Moreover, the folding step already ac-
counts for overlapping window correction and other
preprocessing steps, so there is further reduction
in computation. When overlapping window correc-
tion is applied with full accuracy, there can be a
factor of 3 increase in computation cost, though a
similar cost is also expected in the regular analysis
of not-folded data.

2. Portability: Since folded data volume is reduced by
a factor of n, it will be convenient to transport data
from computer to computer. For standard stochas-
tic analysis, folded data size is only few gigabytes.

3. Convenience: The above two points imply that
folded data for standard searches can be processed
in a personal computer. This will allow several ex-
perimentation with current analyses and provide
immense help in developing new search algorithms.
In addition, cross-correlation based searches which

were not conceivable due to computational limita-
tions, would now become possible to perform.

4. Robust: Since the preprocessing steps are the same
for all analyses with folded data, better consistency
check between di↵erent searches would be possible.

5. Modular: Since folding part is separate from the
search part, it will be possible to do the disk I/O
intensive folding part in a low level language (e. g.,
C) and the complicated algebra of filtering for di↵er-
ent searches in more high level language like MATLAB
or Python.

6. Management: Folded data duration and volume are
independent of the total observation time, hence
the computation cost, storage etc. are independent
of the number of days of observation. Which can
be of help in planning computation budget and de-
signing of parallel pipelines.

The enormous e�ciency that folded data brings will
allow one to perform di↵erent kinds of neat analyses.
For instance, an all sky targeted search for narrowband
sources over a frequency range of few hundred Hz may
become feasible. One may be able to push the frequency
bin size down in order to e�ciently search for narrow
line emissions [44]. We caution the reader that we do not
fold single detector’s data, which could perhaps provide
enormous e�ciency to search for purely monochromatic
(coherent) signals. The folding scheme described here ap-
plies exclusively to analyses where data from two di↵erent
detectors are cross-correlated, which can sometimes be
used to optimally or sub-optimally search for narrowband
sources. On the other hand, for long-duration broadband
sources, folding may be coupled with coarse-graining [45]
for even more e�ciency. In conclusion, GW radiometer is
the optimal analysis for detecting long duration unknown
sources. Folded data will enable enough experimentation
with the radiometer analysis to look for such sources.
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Folded LIGO Data

• Present analyses


- Speed-up by a factor of few hundred! 

- Reduces data size to only ~1.3GB 

- A full analysis can be run on a laptop!


• Future analyses


- Will allow computationally intensive 
searches not feasible otherwise


- Make sky maps at every frequency
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Ain, Dalvi & Mitra, PRD 92, 022003 (2015)

Sidereal Time
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PyStoch

• Radiometer search could be sped up by an additional factor of few tens 
through a clever implementation: PyStoch


• PyStoch takes full advantage of folded data, making it possible to make an 
all-sky map from the whole observation in few minutes on a laptop!


• PyStoch is HEALPix based: brings advantages of equal area pixelisation


- HEALPix tools will make it very fast and easy to change basis
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Ain, Suresh & Mitra 
arXiv:1803.08285 (2018)
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Narrowband Maps
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1920 Narrowband maps (20 Hz to 500 Hz, 0.25 Hz bins) produced in a laptop in 10 minutes.
Ain, Suresh & Mitra, arXiv:1803.08285 (2018)
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Look for unmodeled / unexpected sources

• An all-sky narrowband search for unknown sources
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Thrane, Mitra, Christensen, Mandic, and Ain 
PRD 91, 124012 (2015)
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Summary
• Detection of SGWB will be an important milestone in observational cosmology


• Rates estimated from the first detections indicate that an astrophysical 
isotropic SGWB may be detected by Advanced LIGO


• If the background is dominated by local (z<~2) universe, it will be anisotropic


• The GW radiometer algorithm has been developed for such searches


- we have dramatically improved the performance of the algorithm in terms 
of speed and other add-ons


• Several current/upcoming experiments in different frequency bands promise 
excitements and surprises!
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Thank You!


